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Abstract

Sex tourism addition to legal aspects for host society in terms of social and cultural effects. Generally, cultural impact arising from the collection of people's reaction towards a community sex tourists and vice versa the lack of respect and disregard for cultural tourists to host community rules and principles including those issues. On the other hand tourism vogue in some instances lead to the occurrence and spread of sexual transmitted through in particular, spread of HIV/AIDS through developing a HIV virus including his cases. From the perspective of the Islamic penal law, traditional sex tourism as a social problem, not criminalization, and mention of the date. But it can be implied to be subject to article 242 Islamic Penal Law.
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Introduction

Tourism in the short-term is temporary movement means people are going to go out of place or a place that is permanent and it normally for life and work [1]. The economic cooperation and Development Organization of the individual traveler knows that their permanent place of residence abroad for twenty-four hours at least in circulation and have fun. The importance of tourism due to its unique power in the social distribution of income and the ability to attract people from the Center to the periphery [2]. Tourism is not merely an economic activity, but it is not all of the host culture, elements of culture and cultural guest that comes and accepts that culture.

Social and Cultural Dimensions of Tourism

There is a sense of security in a place some kind of marketing at no cost. Research shows [3] that there is a sense of security because several factors function in a sense of security in place to stay, tourist places, traffic routes, the active presence of police help. There is a direct relationship with the introduction of a tourist spot near to others. Potentially any amount of increased tourists to feel social security just as you want them to stay in the country and even, more trips. The relationship between tourism and the social factors of the relationship is bidirectional; there's a sense of security not only as a social factor on sustainable tourism. Tourism is also a large positive and negative social effect. In some tourism is a tool to create a durable peace and comfort and can be considered communities, while many other countries can cause stripping social security and create social impacts. The development of intellectual, artistic and social relations between the host and the tourists, expand exchanges, strengthen international cooperation, social cohesion and social solidarity, the revival of national pride, identity and cultural heritage for social recognition, protection of monuments and etc [4].

The positive effects of such social outbreaks of anti-social behaviors, unprecedented social aberrations, crime and prostitution, Negative social effects, including tourism. Research shows social security and tourism between feelings positive and there are shown Comparison of foreign tourists from the perspective of a sense of social security for a trip to Iran suggests that most African tourists a sense of security; and European tourists have the least sense of security. Results of the investigation show that there was a significant difference in the feel of foreign tourists among all social security does not exist. A unit of increase in feelings of security, 0.569 units in Iran's willingness to increase...
tourists to travel there again. One of the objective indicators to assess the development of tourism, the foreign tourists for the inclination to travel again [5]. Trust is one of the effective components in this desire. The results of investigation shows 86% of the tourists had the trust of the Iranian people to moderate upward and are in the meantime 95% with an average upward tendency for trip to Iran. About 36 percent of the changes they want to their confidence to again travel tourists can be explained by the Iranians [6].

**Sex Tourism**

One of the traditional crimes against public morality and chastity, which today is the most common sexual tourism. A Latin word meaning to tourism and tourism. Sexual tourism sexual tourism in the sense of the word, and is to travel to foreign countries to have sex in a relationship [7]. Of course, having a sexual relationship is not the only reason for travel, but the main intent of travel, having a sexual relationship. Men and women of these tours, passengers from each age who are having connection with the inhabitants of the country or foreign workers of this industry, to travel. This type of abuse may be applied in the case of the violation of the fundamental rights of children, and children in General, and is considered to be of "sexual abuse of children by foreign travelers, businessmen or tourists from within or outside the region" that those who use these services because of the low risk of disclosure and go to prison or sexual relationships in the hope of having children is less disease risks that these States are providing travel services [8].

In this regard, in that advertising for marketing in most Western countries do to visitors who holiday in other countries including the Philippines, India and Sri Lanka are going to even mention the whore child [9] With the growth of the sex industry, more women and girls in a city or country to sue foreign tourists-they are to be sold In the "Bangkok Bars" women and girls do not have a name, but that number on their tight clothes and short Men with their choice of number They containing sexually explicit goods and are interchangeable to the full sense of the word. In an estimation of 10% of the population is said to be female ‘sex industry are functioning. Internet, communication and network with the most rapid growth and lack of law. This is a fast communication medium that can inject anywhere in the world and within a few minutes of Internet networks, these factors were the translation. To international trafficking a thriving place for women has become the global trade development that was sexy.

**Cultural Dimensions of Sex Tourism**

Since the process of globalization on all aspects of life and is more than the effect of the transition and the effect of them is tourism, also constitutes one of the dimensions of the life of the impacts of this process, far left. Globalization in the field of economic, cultural, social and political, a positive relationship and in the field of the environment, a negative relationship with the development of tourism. Among the political aspect of this process, the dimensions, the relationship between tourism development with a strong plasma [10]. In other words the amount of advertising applied regarding tourism in the tourist attractions, cultural conflicts between communities and guest-host relationship failed to direct political unrest and a negative relationship with the tourism destination choice, too. But in any case the negative impact of tourism on the environment is undeniable [11]. On the negative effects of tourism on the development of the culture of communities, can be used to get a culture of commercialization or goods noted host society. This means that the inhabitants of their own cultural products, which offer tourists is savory. This is also the effect of induced negative effects such as culture, in which tourists and everything related to them, and for the community to follow the pattern of the culture of the inhabitants of the guests. Expansion of behavioral abnormality, the conflicts, and the effect of the impact of cultural tourists from one hand and aggressions weakness limiting criteria among the tourists and the host society, on the other hand, causes of disruption in this coming round of cultural communication and update important works will be devastating. The amount of these effects to cultural differences and value system of the behavioral pattern of the tourists and the host society depends.

In some instances a variation of species is widespread and severe, which may be achieved through variation of social moral values in conditions lead to moral-thus, the host society, in particular in the developing countries exposed to the impacts follow. These kinds of serious injuries although the effects are often compiled on the host culture and led to their alienation. But in some cases, the recipient is also the pros and the manufacturer. Increasing the consumption of imported goods consumption in particular judiciary lure will be economic resources also leads to escape in that direction that social dichotomy of youth related culture elements and acceptance to change their traditions and counterpoint under way the elderly insist on preserving and maintaining them urge as they can lead to young and young generation tool for migration. Research has shown the desire of young people based on the tourism component of youth subculture [12]. Youth subculture through the consumption of culture is clarified. This means that young people's desire to have more tourism based on consumer value is founded. Promotion of prostitution and prostitution, crime and crime and spread some diseases including negative social and cultural effects of tourism on the other. Spreading the culture of prostitution in South East Asia, Europe (Amsterdam) and holding tours of such cases is it sexy. The wall in relation to several cast prostitution culture prevalent hypothesis believes:
It is by its very nature tourism can provide conditions that attract this stratum and formation of this culture to be effective. Second, this is a decadent culture employment in the next and third there in the Parliament in the dissemination of the culture of origin in sex in tourism destinations.

According to a study conducted by Hall, in Bangkok, more than 150,000 prostitutes there. Sexual tourism is common in some instances lead to the occurrence and spread of sexual transmitted in particular. Spread of HIV/AIDS through developing a HIV virus including his cases.

Up to 1993, more than 20 million people have been infected by the virus, which is the main factor of having sex and it has been wrong. Microbial diseases prevalence among athletes in Malaysia as a result of the new virus to infect them when you dive into the adverse consequences of tourism in the river water. The prevalence of animal diseases transmitted to humans caused in England, so the jogging routes of circulation-oriented package. Tourists can also be carriers of the disease itself. International travel through ship leading to the transmission of bubonic plague disease. Half of the population to the epidemiological malaria in the Amazon area in the 1970s, a priori status of Habitat change and Turnpike.

In short, the existence of "4 s" means the sea, sandy beaches, Sun and sex in tourism-related disease incidence are effective. Believe that tourism is in the form of the cause of the disabled in relation to the illusion of its crimes too. Therefore, there is a culture of corruption and Sin, they comment, casinos and this is effective in triggering casino are, of course, more tourists have been victims of this phenomenon on drugs and sexual abuse spread of other negative consequences of tourism of children is considered.

Legal Aspects of Sex Tourism
In the Islamic Penal Code, sexual tourism as a social problem, not criminalization, and mention of the date. As in the case of sex tourism which takes place in virtual space as there is no clear legal article but it can be implied that the syntax for the "arrangements that encourage industry, advertising and it" takes place through the Internet is subject to article legal Islamic Punishment Law that placed 242 this article States. bawd (pimp) is bringing together two or more people to commit adultery or sodomy or encourage corruption and providing the means for it is subject to paragraph "b" of article 639 of Islamic Penal Code that States: ((someone who people to corruption or prostitution has or causes it to provide a years, and whenever the above does apply to acts as bawd (pimp) in addition to the above mentioned penalty bawd (pimp) also will be sentenced [13].

About the realization of the computer sexual tourism can be expressed through the computer as sex tourism a crime could not exist, unless sexual tourism we define a computer it is That, for example, after the user login to the site, by the site of virtual places for circulating and he places secured the opportunity particularly sexual matters, either live or in the case of invite image can be said that sex tourism takes place via computer [7].

But in rejecting this definition seems to be that should be said the circulation of this virtual sex locations via the Internet cannot be the meaning of sex tourism through the computer, but also can be used as pornography, these items can be raised under. Now, given that we have a crime speech titled "Sexual Tourism" a computer does not exist, such as advertising on the Internet raised and presented to the user in the direction of sexual tourism sexual tourism can be sex introduction traditionally. In fact, the Internet has a role with a variety of advertising, in the development and expansion of the traditional mass.

Discussion and Conclusions
Tourism income creation so does is that it will be remembered as the industry filled the industry revenue in 2006 of more than 700 billion dollars and about 10 percent of the total production of the world's pure desperation. Countries like Turkey and Mexico with high absorption of high rank in 2004 tourists in their world. As one of the tourism resources and the creation of employment in local level came may approach for economic development. Tourism, especially in the time of economic profits of other activities is reduced, strategic alternatives suitable for them and for development. Today the size of the tourism industry in developing countries has important socio-economic those economists called "Invisible Exports". The tourism industry is among the industries that in recent years quickly expanded and in most major sources of income as one of the world to come. Also, it should be added that the indirect financial aid cycle revolves around tourism industry may rotate, far more important than the direct effect of the transition on the world economy in income.

In this perspective, the development of tourism with the use of existing resources is such that while answering the needs of economic, social, cultural and legal conditions of the society and the expectations of tourists as the cultural identity and cohesion and unity, economic and environmental health of the balance of the local people welfare provision. Knowledge of the communities that the foreign exchange earning source suitable tourism and significant to the economy of a country, has caused a very wide concept of tourism in different economic, social and cultural dimensions unbearable to be considered as an industry.
Research results show that the causal relationship between economic development and tourism and the Economic Cooperation Organization member countries in addition to the development of China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Russia and Iraq, two-way causal relationship and balance between these two variables, there are long term.

In spite of all the positive effects of socio cultural That was expressed for tourism, one of the negative effects of sexual tourism, which is perhaps the country's apparently typical for industry and source of income will be considered as causing. But it works and the results of this area for which the country is a very harmful to you is like outbreaks, deviations and sexual privacy and sexual acts could be broken in such a way that enhances sexual abuses and increase the bestowment. This is a result of his children except their father does not increase, once again to the open prostitution and the sex industry.

It is worth mentioning the increasing insurgent and rapid expansion of the Internet, the traditional form of sex tourism and for sexual tourism in line with the recommendations for advertising on the Internet network that enhances women's trafficking and sexual exploitation of children, in particular, violence and sexual abuse against women and children. Physical purity and decency so that women and children constitute the basic rights that every human being is destroyed.

Because of increased advertising and sexual tourism in such a perspective to women and children, causing damage to the sculpture of a community, the necessity of criminalization of this type of tourism, in the sense of the law.

On the other hand strict codification of international law, which is a kind of obstacle to trafficking in women and children for their use in this type of industry, can be developed strategically to prevent indiscriminate sexual tourism.
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